DNA-protein crosslinks: their induction, repair, and biological consequences.
The covalent crosslinking of proteins to DNA presents a major physical challenge to the DNA metabolic machinery. DNA-protein crosslinks (DPCs) are induced by a variety of endogenous and exogenous agents (including, paradoxically, agents that are known to cause cancer as well as agents that are used to treat cancer), and yet they have not received as much attention as other types of DNA damage. This review summarizes the current state of knowledge of DPCs in terms of their induction, structures, biological consequences and possible mechanisms of repair. DPCs can be formed through several different chemistries, which is likely to affect the stability and repair of these lesions, as well as their biological consequences. The considerable discrepancy in the DPC literature reflects both the varying chemistries of this heterogeneous group of lesions and the fact that a number of different methods have been used for their analysis. In particular, research in this area has long been hampered by the inability to chemically define these lesions in intact cells and tissues. However, the emergence of proteomics as a tool for identifying specific proteins that become crosslinked to DNA has heralded a new era in our ability to study these lesions. Although there are still many unanswered questions, the identification of specific proteins crosslinked to DNA should facilitate our understanding of the down-stream effects of these lesions.